
Jonatan Clase is not currently a top 100 prospect. We consider him a
super sleeper. Prospecting is baseball is fun and can lead to terrific
profits if you guess right, however it is still an extreme risk! Clase is a
prospect that I am very high on and am stashing away right now. With
his current play I wouldn’t be surprised to see him crack the top 100
prospect list by the end of summer!
 
The Reward:  Jonatan Clase is an Outfielder at High A for the Seattle
Mariners. His 2023 stats look like this20 G, .337/.455/.723, 7 HR, 17
RBI, 22 R, 16 SB, 16.8 BB%, 26.7 K%, 207 wRC+, .514 wOBA, .429
BABIP. Clase signed with the Mariners in 2018. The 20-year-old is
coming off a big week at High-A in which he went 11-for-28 with four
doubles, four homers, and seven RBI. He also tallied three walks, eight
strikeouts, and four stolen bases. He has top notch bat speed and
speed on the base paths too. There are 55 hitters in the minors this
year with 5+ HR’s. Their average age is 25. There are 16 hitters in the
minors that have 10+ SB. Their average age is 23. One hitter in the
minors has 5+ HR’s and 10 + SB’s and he is 20 years old! That hitter is
Jonatan Clase!
 
The Risk:   Strikeout rate is too high right now. Obviously that can be
corrected, but he has struck out 8 times in his last 28 at bats.

TOP JONATAN CLASE CARDS TO BUY NOW
 



The Opportunity:  Buy his 2022 Bowman Chrome Prospect Auto 1st
PSA 10. This is a pop 85 card so it might take a little work to find one,
but it is worth the extra effort. This card is down 13% in the last 60
days. This card currently sells for only about $70! Buy this card and
stash it away for when Clase gets called up to the big leagues! I know
we typically focus on short term flips and this is a longer term hold and
flip, so if you want to continue watching for now and waiting to
purchase you can. However don’t miss out on an opportunity to get in
on this kid while his prices are affordable!


